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matters from her mother, one of the most "skcely women that

ever lived." Her mother, she said, had once healed a lord's

son of a grievous hurt in half a minute, after all the English

doctors had shown they could do nothing for him. His eye

had been struck out of its socket by a blow, and hung half

way down his cheek; and though the doctors could of course

return it to its place, it refused to stick, always filling out

again. Her mother, however, at once understood the case;

aud, making a little slit at the back of the young man's neck,

she got hold of the end of a sinew, and pulling in the dislodged

orb at a tug, she made all tight by running a knot on the con-Z5

ligament, and so kept the eye in its place. And, save

that the young lord continued to squint a little, he was well at

once. The peculiar anatomy on which this invention was

framed must-have, ofcourse, resembled that ofa wax-doll with

winking eyes; but it did well enough for the woman; and,

having no character for truth to maintain, she did not hesitate

to build on it. On asking her whether she ever attended.

church, she at once replied, "0 yes, at one time very often.

I am the daughter of a minister,-a natural daughter, you
know: my father was the most powerful preacher in all the

south, and L-always went to hear him." In about an hour

after, however, forgetting her extemporary sally, and the rev

erend character with which she had invested her sire, she

spoke of him, in another equally palpable invention, as the

greatest "king of the gipsies" that the gipsies ever had. Even

the children had caught this habit of monstrous mendacity.
There was one of the boys of time band, considerably under

twelve, who could extemporize lying narratives by the hour,

and seemed always delighted to get a listener; and a little

girl, younger still, who "lisped inftctiom for thefiction came."

There were two things that used to strike me as peculiar among
these gipsics,-a Hindu type of head, small of size, but with

a considerable fulness of forehead, especially along the medial

line, in the region, as the phrenologist would perhaps say, of

indivithality and comparison;; and a singular posture assumed

by the 1derly females of the tribe in squatting before their
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